
Sense of Place



Sense of Place Wee Ones
Exploration Storage

2185-U2500

The Exploration Storage is an exciting and multifunctional piece to add to 
the classroom or home. It’s a functional storage shelf and an interactive 
piece with intentional cut outs for children to explore and see what’s inside. 
The top of the shelf unit has a raised border which allows for set ups of
additional play areas such as small world provocations. Featured are two 
deep shelves divided into compartments which allow room for storing
learning materials, books, and toys in the classroom.

90 x 38 x 60 cm
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Sense of Place Wee Ones
Angled Storage

2185-U2501

The Angled Storage unit is an exciting and multifunctional piece to add 
to the classroom or home. It’s a functional storage shelf and an
interactive piece with intentional cut outs for children to explore and see 
what’s inside. The top of the unit is angled which children can roll items 
such as balls down from the top of the shelf and into the hole at the end 
that leads to the inset ramp below. Also featured are two deep shelves 
which allow room for storing learning materials, books, and toys in the 
classroom. 

90 x 38 x 60 cm
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Sense of Place Wee Ones
Stove & Cupboard

2185-U2508

The Sense of Place Wee Ones Stove and Cupboard combines many 
elements for children to explore. This lovely unit will inspire endless hours 
of pretend play. Designed with authentic play and versatility in mind, the 
shelves inside the cupboard provide ample interior storage while the
burner hobs, and stove knobs add a fun dramatic play element. 

Children will have fun exploring the inset ramp below the stovetop as they 
place items such as balls through the hole and watch as they roll down the 
inset ramp. The Stove & Cupboard also features intentional cut outs for 
children to explore and see what’s inside. It is designed to be used
back-to-back with the Sink and Fridge. 

90 x 40 x 80 cm
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Sense of Place Wee Ones
Sink and Fridge

2185-U2507

The Sense of Place Wee Ones Sink and Fridge combines many elements 
for children to explore. This lovely unit will inspire endless hours of
pretend play. Designed with authentic play and versatility in mind, the 
shelves inside the fridge and below the sink provide ample interior
storage while the goose neck tap, and kitchen sink adds a fun dramatic 
play element. 

Children will have fun exploring the inset ramp inside the fridge as they 
place items such as balls through the hole and watch as they roll down 
into the sink. The Sink and Fridge features intentional cut outs for children 
to explore and see what’s inside. It is also designed to be used
back-to-back with the Stove and Cupboard. 

90 x 40 x 80 cm 
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Sense of Place Wee Ones
Hide-Away Cove

2185-U2505

The Hide-Away Cove is an exciting piece for children to explore. The cove 
is multifunctional and has endless uses, young children will love to crawl 
and navigate through the tunnel, or they can use it as a cosy retreat. The 
side of the unit features a long mirror to assist children with their
development of personal awareness and encourages sense of self. In front 
of the mirror is an interactive and engaging pull up bar which supports
physical development.

100 x 45 x 80 cm



Sense of Place Wee Ones
Honeycomb Tunnel

2185-U2506

The Honeycomb Tunnel is an exciting piece for children to discover, 
inspiring endless hours of exploratory play. Young children will love to crawl 
and navigate through the tunnel, or they can use it as a cosy retreat away 
from the bustle of the classroom.

The tunnel is constructed from a durable combination of FSC-sourced
materials, white laminated plywood and solid birch. The tunnel inside is 
comfortably padded with vinyl-covered cushion which is hard-wearing and 
scratch resistant. This robust unit is perfect for classroom use and will be 
loved by all.

60 x 38 x 60 cm
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Sense of Place Wee Ones
45 & 60 cm Corner Shelf

2185-U2503
2185-U250445cm

60cm

This beautiful Corner Shelf is a multifunctional piece featuring soft edges 
and curves which will look lovely in the classroom or home. The top of 
the shelf unit has a raised border which allows for set ups of additional 
play areas such as small world provocations. Featured are two deep 
shelves which allow room for storing learning materials, books and toys 
in the classroom.
The Wee Ones range has been carefully designed by childcare
professionals to support children’s development and growth. It has been 
designed specifically for toddlers using 360-degree Play Design to
encourage meaningful interaction with the furniture from all sides.
The Corner Shelf can be easily connected to the other pieces in the 
Wee Ones range to create a flexible, modular furniture system. It has 
been constructed from a durable combination of FSC-sourced materials, 
white laminated plywood, and solid birch. 

38 x 38 x 60 cm
38 x 38 x 45 cm
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Sense of Place
Circle Acrylic Mirror

2185-U2419

The Sense of Place Circle Acrylic Mirror 
adds an organic touch to the classroom. 
Made from natural woven water
hyacinth, the mirror brings sensory
engaging textures. The incorporation of 
natural elements, texture and light within 
the intentionally crafted piece allow 
children to feel welcome and inspired to 
create and discover.

74 cm D

Sense of Place Wee Ones
Activity Island

2185-U2502

The Activity Island is an exciting and 
multifunctional piece to add to the 
classroom or home. It’s not only a 
functional storage shelf, but an
interactive piece with intentional 
cut outs and mirrors for children to 
discover. The top of the shelf unit has 
a raised border which allows for set 
ups of additional play areas such as 
small world provocations.

90 x 38 x 45 cm
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Sense of Place
Woven Mirror Tray
Set of 3

Sense of Place
Loose Parts Tray
Set of 3

2185-U2422

2185-U2423

The Sense of Place Woven Mirror 
Tray Set encourage observation and 
exploration. With the incorporation 
of acrylic mirrors, children can view 
various objects and materials from 
all angles. The trays are carefully 
hand-woven rattan, and the mirrors 
are removable. The mirror trays are 
perfect for loose parts and can be 
used to display or store them. 

Authentic materials and textured,
woven fabrics that make up the 
Sense of Place Woven Baskets invite 
children to touch, interact and
explore with all their senses. Nest 
the baskets together or fill them with 
loose parts and dramatic play
elements to encourage nature
inspired learning. 

30 x 30 x 8 cm

33 x 11 cm



Sense of Place
Storage Basket - Set of 3

Sense of Place
Woven Baskets - Set of 3

2185-U2420

2185-U2421

The Sense of Place Storage
Basket, Set of 3 are convenient,
sturdy baskets perfect for storing 
loose parts, kitchen utensils,
dramatic play materials and learning 
tools. Made from carefully
hand-woven rattan, the Sense of 
Place Storage Baskets incorporate 
natural materials and interesting 
textures that invite children to touch, 
interact and explore.

The Sense of Place Woven Baskets, 
Set of 3 can be nested together or 
filled with loose parts and dramatic 
play elements to encourage learning. 
Made from authentic materials and 
textured woven fabrics, the beautiful 
natural colour scheme and organic 
design bring comfort and balance to 
learning environments.

34 x 23 x 14 cm

36 x 36 x 27 cm
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Sense of Place
Thatch Carpet

The Sense of Place Thatch Carpet brings natural colours and texture to 
play spaces, the green reflecting the hues of nature’s greenery. The plush 
yarn is soft and cosy, children will happily play, sit and enjoy, a perfect 
addition to book corners, quiet spaces or dramatic play areas. This rug is 
hard-wearing and can withstand classroom environments with surge
stitching, providing tough, no-pull edges. The carpet is also treated to 
guard against odours, mildew, mould, stains and static shock.

180 x 274 cm

• For indoor use only
• Hard-wearing
• Surge stitching with no-pull edges
• Treated to guard against odours, mildew, mould, stains & static shock

Blue  2185-SOP9961
Green  2185-SOP9960
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The Sense of Place Leaf Carpet brings natural colours and texture to play 
spaces, the green reflecting the hues of nature’s greenery. The plush yarn 
is soft and cosy, children will happily play, sit and enjoy, a perfect addition 
to book corners, quiet spaces or dramatic play areas. This rug is hard-
wearing and can withstand classroom environments with surge stitching, 
providing tough, no-pull edges. The carpet is also treated to guard against 
odours, mildew, mould, stains and static shock.

• For indoor use only
• Hard-wearing
• Surge stitching with no-pull edges
• Treated to guard against odours, mildew, mould, stains & static shock

Sense of Place
Leaf Carpet

180 x 274 cmBlue  2185-SOP9963
Green  2185-SOP9962
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Sense of Place
Oval Carpet

The Sense of Place Oval Carpet brings natural colours and texture to play 
spaces, the blue reflecting the hues of the earth’s waters. The plush yarn is 
soft and cosy, children will happily play, sit and enjoy, a perfect addition to 
book corners, quiet spaces or dramatic play areas. This rug is hard-wearing 
and can withstand classroom environments with surge stitching, providing 
tough, no-pull edges. The carpet is also treated to guard against odours, 
mildew, mould, stains and static shock.

180 x 274 cm

• For indoor use only
• Hard-wearing
• Surge stitching with no-pull edges
• Treated to guard against odours, mildew, mould, stains & static shock

Blue  2185-SOP9965
Green  2185-SOP9964
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The Sense of Place Carpet Runner brings natural colours and texture to 
play spaces, the green reflecting the hues of nature’s greenery. The plush 
yarn is soft and cosy, children will happily play, sit and enjoy, a perfect 
addition to book corners, quiet spaces or dramatic play areas. This rug is 
hard-wearing and can withstand classroom environments with surge
stitching, providing tough, no-pull edges. The carpet is also treated to 
guard against odours, mildew, mould, stains and static shock.

• For indoor use only
• Hard-wearing
• Surge stitching with no-pull edges
• Treated to guard against odours, mildew, mould, stains & static shock

Sense of Place
Carpet Runner

240 x 60 cmBlue  2185-SOP9967
Green  2185-SOP9966
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Sense of Place
Hex Carpet

The Sense of Place Hexagonal Carpet brings natural colours, geometric 
patterns, and texture to play spaces. The beautiful and comforting green 
tones reflect the shades of nature’s greenery. The plush yarn is soft and 
cosy, children will happily play, sit, and enjoy, the rug is a perfect addition 
to book corners, quiet spaces, or dramatic play areas. Being hard-wearing 
it can withstand classroom environments with serge stitching, providing 
tough, no-pull edges. The carpet is also treated to guard against odours, 
mildew, mould, stains, and static shock.

244 x 366 cm

• For indoor use only
• Hard-wearing
• Surge stitching with no-pull edges
• Treated to guard against odours, mildew, mould, stains & static shock

Blue  2185-SOP9979
Green  2185-SOP9978
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Dark Green  2185-SOP9981
Light Green  2185-SOP9980
Light Blue  2185-SOP9983
Grey  2185-SOP9990

The Sense of Place Round Carpet brings a natural and soothing feel to play 
spaces. The beautiful and comforting light green colour reflects the shades 
of nature’s greenery. The plush yarn is soft and cosy, children will happily 
play, sit, and enjoy, a perfect addition to book corners, quiet spaces, or 
dramatic play areas. This rug is hard-wearing and can withstand classroom 
environments with serge stitching, providing tough, no-pull edges. The 
carpet is also treated to guard against odours, mildew, mould, stains, and 
static shock.

• High quality indoor rug 
• Hard-wearing
• Surge stitching with no-pull edges
• Treated to guard against odours, mildew, mould, stains & static shock

Sense of Place
Round Carpet

183 cm D




